
Operating CT Logs
Wins and Woes
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Who am I?
● phil@letsencrypt.org
● github.com/pgporada
● linkedin.com/in/philporada
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What is Let's Encrypt?
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Blogs we've written about CT
2019

Introducing Oak, a Free and Open Certificate Transparency Log

https://letsencrypt.org/2019/05/15/introducing-oak-ct-log.html 

How Let's Encrypt Runs CT Logs

https://letsencrypt.org/2019/11/20/how-le-runs-ct-logs.html

2022 

Nurturing Continued Growth of Our Oak CT Log

https://letsencrypt.org/2022/05/19/nurturing-ct-log-growth.html
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Logs? Shards? Oh my!
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How does a CT log benefit a CA?
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Initial Failed Architectures
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Current Functioning Architecture
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Tree Growth Rate 
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Request rate by endpoint
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A Fun Incident

Error reproduction: github.com/koshatul/go-mysql-sync-issue 
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Cost of running our CT logs

Human

● 1 - 2x SREs spending ~3 months worth of time over the course 
of a year

Compute

● Compute nodes are basically commodity hardware.
● Storage and RAM for compute nodes is also negligible. Just 

enough to run applications.

Database

● This will be your pain point. More RAM allows for a bigger 
InnoDB buffer pool.

● Faster storage will give better log performance to a point. 12



Lessons Learned and Takeaways
● Have a testing log so you don't prematurely ruin your production log.
● Logs are ephemeral. When your log fails, root cause why and build a new better 

log with the lessons learned.
● Don’t be afraid to ask for help. The Trillian team on the GTrillian slack channel and 

github issues have been very kind and patient.
● Separation of concerns: run each binary in a different container, VM, or physical 

host. You’re after reliability.
● The log_signers (sequencers) perform an etcd election to determine which cluster 

member will communicate with the database. Make an alert if more than 1 cluster 
member has mastership for a particular shard because it will indicate a split brain 
scenario and cause an incident. We've been there.

● Build a rate limiting story to protect your log.
● We don't run database backups for CT logs.
● More automation is better than less. That's why we put our logs in Kubernetes. 13


